
Dispute Advisory Services

Our experienced global team provides valuable insight and clarity, 
helping clients during every stage of a contested matter, from early 
case assessment and discovery to case strategy, damages analysis 
and settlement services. Our senior professionals are highly  
skilled at communicating our findings through expert testimony  
in various settings, including in federal and state courts, as well as  
in arbitration and mediation proceedings.

Arbitration
The accounting, economics and finance specialists on the global 
arbitration team have extensive experience in valuation and 
damages quantification in the context of treaty and commercial 
arbitration. FTI Consulting experts clearly and concisely 
substantiate damages calculations with written reports and  
expert testimony.

Our arbitration specialists regularly testify in treaty and commercial 
arbitrations before major international bodies, including the ICC, 
LCIA, SCC, ICDR, ICSID (including NAFTA and ECT disputes), 
and the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal, as well as ad hoc arbitrations, 
domestic courts and tribunals.

Litigation Support
From discovery to settlement, we work with clients involved in court 
cases, arbitration tribunals and administrative hearings to develop 
the strongest possible litigation strategy.

From early case assessment through trial, our experienced 
professionals provide practical, hands-on experience that helps 
unravel the complexities of a situation to develop a solid litigation 
strategy. Our early case assessment involves collaboration among 
in-house and outside counsel, senior management and our 
professionals to identify and implement cost- effective strategies 
and make an initial evaluation of potential damages or exposure. 
This early review helps reduce discovery costs and prepare for 
litigation or settlement negotiations.

Expert Testimony
FTI Consulting provides access to a prestigious team with both 
in-the-field and in-the-courtroom experience in accounting, finance, 
economics, valuation, computer forensics and fraud investigation. 
Our experts analyze financial records, develop damages claims, 
critique opposition expert reports, assist with witness preparation, 
perform analyses, and provide expert witness testimony. FTI 
Consulting has extensive experience presenting and defending its 
expert conclusions and opinions in depositions and trial testimony.

The expert testimony team offers a range of specialized services, 
including:

• Analysis of financial records and business conduct

• Assistance in developing and responding to discovery requests 

• Critiques of opposing expert analyses

• Financial advice in the settlement process 

• Support for witness preparations

• Preparation of expert opinions, affidavits and reports 

• Formulation of deposition questions

• Research on relevant economic, industry and market data

FTI Consulting synthesizes financial, competitive and industry information 
to help clients unravel challenging financial and economic issues in 
commercial disputes.

• Internationally recognised leaders in forensic investigations

• Ability to swiftly deploy teams anywhere in the region  
or the world to conduct a complete investigation

• Integrated, multi-disciplinary team with a mix of specialist 
skills and industry expertise

• Multi-lingual capabilities, with over 20 languages spoken

• Innovative use of technology to streamline the  
investigation process

• In-depth experience acting on pan-African and multi-
jurisdictional investigations

• Commercial, pragmatic approach focused on what’s best  
for the client

OUR UNIQUE STRENGTHS



Dispute Advisory Services

FTI Consulting has offices in Cape Town and 

Johannesburg, which are home to our Forensic 

Investigations, Economic & Financial and Strategic 

Communications teams. And with offices in  

29 major financial centres across the globe,  

we successfully serve clients wherever and  

whenever challenges and opportunities arise.
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About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage change, 
mitigate risk and resolve disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. 
FTI Consulting professionals, located in all major business centres throughout the world, work closely with clients to 
anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges and opportunities.
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